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ABSTRACT 

All available rawin reports taken within the circulation of tropioal storm* 
art combined to obtain a generalised pattern of the    upper wind circulation*    The 
eyaloni© circulation decreases rapidly with height and by 45,000 ft the circulation 
is antieyclenie beyond 5s latitude from the center.    The relative vortioity it 
the upper troposphere was ^ound to be negative and great enough in maenitude so 
that zero absolute vortioity is ajsoroached. 

Introduction 

The tropical cyclone has long been recognised as a wars oere low (cf * Shaw, 
I92£) in which, from iiydrsstatic considerations, the pressure difference between 
the storm center and the environment, and consequently the eyolcnii circulation, 
must daorease with elevations    Hany of the early investigators insist*'' that the 
tropical cyclone was a shallow system that completely disappeared below 3 km. 
Haurwitz (1335) showed convincingly that a tropical oyolone with a central pres- 
sure naoh beiow 1000 sab must necessarily extend, through a large portion of the 
tropospheres    This wes done by uomputing. fros a form of the hypsometric equation, 
the mean temperature in the at era center whi^"a would be required in order to nul- 
lify the pressure gradient at T**r*«^«t levels*    2nly whsn the upper «xtect of  the 
stcrm was assumed to be at least 1C km did the stean temperature appear reasonable. 
KAurwitz pointed out that the storm circulation did not necessarily end at ti.e 
»;*ight ef zero pressure gradient but that perhaps  above this  level the pressure 
field was  oppositely directed, thus  providing an outflow seohaniso for the air 
which had flowed into the storm at lower levels and ascended near the center* 

Pilot balloon observations which had been taken in the trepjoal cyclocia 
circulation were generally in agreement with this scheme.    However,  the heavy 
cloud systems about the  storm usually prev?jnted the collection of data very near 
the MAtfcr.    Only after the introduction of radar a nd RDF winds in tho 1940*8 was 
it possible to obteJ.n winds extending to great h»irh*s near the storm osntsr. 
S»se fwport.  show»u vlearly the extension cf the cyclonic eirouiation throug*- 
great depths, often to 40,000 ft and higher, and showed sowa evidence c** s^ 
"ppsr outflow pattern.    The uumber of wind reports available at any given tin* or 
for &s.y one storm has b>?er so meager that it *mu been impossible to at.~mpt any 
detailed synoptio  study of the upper eirouiation pattern cf the tropical strrjr* 
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For this *tudy, wind data were oollected ta doiorsine the mean upps.^ oil— 
oulation pattern of the tropical oyelone.    The data used war* taken during the 
y**rs  1946 through 1961 at Island and ooast-1 ataties* within tha extent of tha 
aitrf&o* oixauiatiwii o* tfvpieai  qj*1an*<i    In the beginning tha scenes aa&rO di» 
vided into larg* aad *s*ai Paaifi* storaa aad Atlantiu *tora*.    However,  it -was 
aa^aaaar/ to discard thi* eiaasifiaatien and eoabia© all tha data tinea tha 
numbo? of report*  turned cut to b* rather small for eesh of the classifications. 
Seine  of the difficulties of combining data from sterna  of different *isa,  isfcen- 
sity,  and stage*  of development ««r» antioips.te<i and sartain. prae»"^iooe,  &is- 
ouesed below, were taken* 

Type and Aaouai of Sata 

The Paoifio  etorm track* ware obtained from Mavy and Air Weather Service 
report*, and also fr«i p-ablieetion* of the Royal Observatory, Hong long*    Is 
th» Atlantis the  tra*;k« ware taken from the Monthly feather Review,    Many of 
tha data were from the Northern Eeaispher* Histarioal Mapa and from 4hese only 
s&s report par day waa available.    Data taken froa tha Daily Upper JLir Sttsasaria* 
and teletype reports  provided 2-4  -•biOfntiMui  per day*    For the ye are  1948 and 
1050 there were no Paoifio  data available* 

The reports used in this stndy wars located froa S*=S° latitude froa the 
stars oenter>     The number of rawln report* available within 2" latitude of the 
aerator was  so aaall that thoy were net included.    Most of the Paeifia storm 
track* need tars between 1Q»K aad 30*N latitude* while aoet all ef the Atlantic 
atorms fell between 2Q°I and 30 N.    An atteapt has bean sad* t* use only reports 
taken in the aature etoras*    Mo winds hare bean ua»d frca tha circulation of de- 
vgjeping *toraa,  dissipating *tora*, or froa ateras which had reourvsd into aid- 
dtla latitules*    Further# to mka the d*t» *§ homogeneous as possible only thos* 
wind reports whioh extended to at least 30,000 ft have been used* 

The  lowest level taksn was 4000 ft rt.no* data for the 700=1000 ft level 
had alraady %1MI sellasted in a'previous study by Hughes ,{lS52)a    The levels 
used hare war* 40C0 ft, 7000 ft, 10,000 ft,  18.000 ft.  50.000 ft,  40.000 ft and 
45,000 ft*    The mwb*r of winds at eeeh leval froa 4000  ft to 30*000 ft wee ap- 
j^rosiaataly 180,.  tapering off to 88 reports at 45,000 ft.    Sssre than half of the 
reports were froa Atlantic  station** 

Frooessing of the Wind Observation* 

The first «tep in the pr<*?e*ei;«a; of the data was to break down each wind 
report into it* instantanac §  tangential and radial component* about the atcra 
o*nt*r.    Thia was  dona by p&stttiog each report on a  polar diagram (Fig. l) with 
tha direotion of motion ef the  etora takaa along the 0° axis*    Tha  distance 
along  the radius veoto- froa the s-scra center to the reporting station and the 
angle between this ra£jtae 7«t«r and the Telooity vector of the atora notion 
were determined froa the  storm taaak**    Than using these value* as aoerdinatea, 
•tha wind •»oet«r was plotted ca the polar dlagr&s«    Th* angle, t-erseen the raaics 
wo*tor and  the aims vector was maasurad, and by multiplying tha wind speed by 
the ain* and oosiao of thia angle,   the tangential and radial aoaponsn\? w«r*~ 
ottained.     Cyclonic circulation and irflow have been takes as potitivee 



Source* of Krror 

The accuracy of the tangential and radial components obtained in the 
manner described above ia affected by (a) inaccuracies i.a the reported position 
si  the storm center; (b) the stcrs> movement during the 30-60 minutes taken for 
the balloon ascent and (o) the fact that the balloon does not ascend vertically 
above the station. This is independent of errors in the wind observation itself. 

Errors in the reported position of the 3torm undoubtedly introduce signi- 
ficant errors in the computed wind components in individual oases. However, 
since these errors tend to bo random, they should have no significant affect 
on composite features. 

The sffsot of the storm movement during the pibal or rawin run has been 
considered small in comparison with the other soart es of error. This eff90t 
eeula not be taken into account sirv*e the instantaneous storm position and move" 
ment are saver known with sufficient accuracy. 

The drift of the balloon away from the reporting station during its as- 
sent, if net oor""»ctod for, introduces errors in the computed wind oomponents. 
Further, these errors are systematic in the sense that computed ^nii*1 veloc- 
ities are always too large, 'i.e.,excessive inflow or deficient outflow, and the 
tangential velocities *T*»  too small in areas of inflow and too large in areas 
of outflow, This effect is of most importance wh*j?fl thn ballcon drift and the 
turning of thp.wind along a trajectory are th  greatest*  Pherefore, all re- 
ports within 4* latitude of the storm center havo ~c*t>n corrected by plotting 
the balloon trajectory and determining for each level the correct position of the 
wind observation with respect to the storm centero At the 45,000 ft level in 
some oases the drift was in excess of 30 km and the correction as large as 5 
knot*- The correction is most important tot  "*h-3 322.11?r of t&s£"S*>"Wind 20m- 
poaents. Therefore, it is usually more important for the radial component in 
the low levels and becomes more important for the tangent4til somponsnt at high- 
er levels. 

It was assumed that the storm center is vertical throughout the troposphere. 
This assumption appears to be quite valid, as the slope is usually too small to 
be detected ana no consistent direction of slope has been observed. 

Method of Comb.-.nmg Data 

Ths reported winds at all levels in the storm .irculatlon were processed 
in the manner described above. The wind component*— total, radial and tangen- 
tial — and the distance fi'ea the storm center were tabulated for individual 
reports for each level aad cotaut. At a giver distance from the center, for 
example 2°-3° latitude, the individual values of the oomponents were fovnd to 
vary ever a large rangs. This wide variation was ne<t completely unexpected 
sines all sites of storms had bean used. However, the combination of these 
data to give a jyaspositti picture of the circulation presented a difficult pro- 
blem. The ssss&asr of va,I«#s tn any ona degree latitude strip In a given octant 
was set large enough *c that an average would have had much significance. Often 
there were less than five reports ana mean deviations were as large as 10  knots» 

Bwsuss of the diTfi«uity of o^taii.if:g signifi-ea-t aean; "values, & Ssrswha-t 
acre qualitative--teehnique has besn usod in combining the c*ta» Scatter diagrams 



of the wisd velocity versus the distance from the  storm center were prepared 
for the total, tangential, and radial components for eaoh octant at each level* 
First, curvos were ^brawn to best fit the datai then, the curve 3  jere adjusted to 
nalra t?*B as internally consistent as pcssiolo without violating the data.    The 
follswinr considerations have "been ussd In aaJcing these curves consistent? 
(a) tb«» t*s»eutial and radial velocity fields whan added veotorially should 
give the total veleeity field,  (h)  the field distribution of the components 
should show some degree of regularity about the storm and in the vertical, 
for example, the location of the octant of maximum winds would not be expected 
to vary wildly about the storm from level tc level, and (c) the vertical shear 
should b* negative and not exceed certain limits imposed by the rather flat 
temperature field known to exist about the tropical storm,    After the curves 
were adjusted the wind components were tabulated at 1° latitude intervals for 
eaoh octant at each level*    For want of a better term,  the values read from the 
adjusted curves have been referred to as meanu* 

This smoothing of 'Hie data neoessarily resulted in a much simplified pic- 
ture of the storm sirculaytice.    Hcwever, in view of the differences between in- 
dividual storms,  the now-steady conditions usually present within a storm, and 
the micro-structure of the storm circulation, a mean circulation should be ax- 
•panted to shxr- only theHarge scale features which are generally found in the 
tropiaai storm- 

The Tangential Component 

A field distribution of the tangential velocity was drawn at each level 
using the mean values obtained from the scatter diagrams*    These charts are 
shown ia figures 2a-e.    Since the patterns were similar at 4000 ft,  7000 ft, 
and 10,000 ft. only the 7000 ft ohart hag been reproduced* 

These oharta shaw that for any level at a given radius the tangential com- 
pousnfc varlei over a considerable range°    For example, at the 7000 ft level 
(Fig. 2a) the tangea^tial ces^onent at 5° latitude from the center is 30 knots 
in octant III  (cf* Fig. 1) wnilfr it.is only 8 knots at the same distance out 
5u octant ¥IJ#    At all levels the greatest positive tangential components 
(cyclonic) are found in octant III*    The smallest tangential components are 
ia octant TIT. 

Ssgative tengsntial components (anticyolonic flew about the storm center) 
firs* appear at 30,000 ft in the outer  portion of the circulation.    At 40,000 
ft and 46,000 ft a small acre of eyclonio circulation is completely eneircl<ji< 
by the *nti'-vy«Iooie circulation.    The decrease with height in the extent of th| 
ayeieadd circulation .ef the storm is shown %uit* olearly by these charts* 

fo» appearanee of the greatest cyclonic tangential components in octant 
III and the lowest in o-staut 711 tr« a reflection of the superimposed rotation 
and translation of the atorm*    In oetants II and III a large component, of the 
afc^rm gution is additive to tne rotation, whilst in octants ¥1 and Til a large 
sompeaent is opposed to the rotation* 

Th« magnitude of the mean tangential components near the storm center 
*JMHB by  figure 2a~e, as wall &«  th* magnitude cf the radial components,  are 
probably soaswhet le»s ttafei those found iar*»    "typfcal* cyclone*    This bias 
toward weaker sinds rot-alts  from %m fact th&VihV probability of obtaining 



a wind report wichiE. 4° latitude of the storm center is much lees when the sur- 
face wind is strong than when it is relatively weak. 

Average Tames of the tangential component around the storm were obtained 
and the vortical sheer was computed from them (Fig. 3). This shear is a maxi- 
mum at the highest levels and closest to the storm osnter. 

Computation of Steering Current - 

If the observed storm circulation is a combination of a field of rotation 
and a field of translation, then we san obtain the field of translation by tar- 
ing half the difference between the tangential components along the axis nor- 
mal to the direction of motion on both si as of the storm center. For instance, 
say that ^fche tangential oomponent is east, 50 knots, at a point -5° te the north 
of a westward moving storm and west, 30 kno^s, at a point 3° to the south. Then 
the steering current is east, 10 knots. 

TM* computation was carried ont in the band from 2° te 4° latitude from 
the center at all levels between 4000 and 30,0QQ ft. The steering current so 
obtained therefore represents „the mean flow of the troposphere from the vici- 
nity of the surface to 300 mb over a band 8° latitude wide. Its spe#dfl taken 
as the pressure ..weighted mean of the computations at all available levels, was 
9*7 knots.  The average speed of movement of the storms included in this study 
was 11 knots. Evidently, the small difference is fully within the limitations 
of the data* 

If we are tc be certain that the storms move wi-sh the steering ourrent in 
which they are embedded, we mast repeat the above calculation along the axle 
parallel to the-direction of motion. This ^-amputation will tell us whether 
the steering ourrent is entirely in the directiss of sot ion or whether it has 

-Sc component normal to it. It is the result of the. computation that the normal 
component of the steering current is less than one knot, and therefore should be 
considered a* *er© within the limits of aoouraey of the data. 

It follows that in the mean, tropical storms move in the direction and 
with the speed of the steering current, if the latter is defined as the pres- 
sure weighted moan flow from the surface to 300 mb and extending over a band 
o° latitude in width eentered "on Jthe storm. Herewith, the validity of the old 
concept of steering has been affirmed^ We must pre«ur»e that marked departures 
of ttorm paths from steering, as sometimes reported in the literature, are due 
mainly to Inadequate knowledge of the horizontal and vertical wind structure 
in individual esses, and also to attempts to oversimplify ths problem by try- 
ing to find a "steering level." Riehl and Burgner (1950) suggested that the 
concept of a steering layer must replace that of steering level, and Yeh (195C; 
found that in his model the storms move on the average with the mean speed of 
the steering current.  The present computation* provide observation*.! verifi- 
cation for both of the«s statements* 

JSp&n VortJoity 

The mean relative vortioity of annular rings can be computed from the 
tangential component alone, bv ob+*»ining the circulation around these rin*& asd 

v^.v are 

respective— 
from 2° to 
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$o  from the storm center* The eemputed values are shown In a ^»aa vertical 
ercss-seotion (Fig* 4). 

The roan relative vortioity at 900 mb has a Mad— in the 2«*S° lati- 
tude ring and decreases to sero in the 5°—6o ring* The area of positive ver— 
tioity decreases rapidly with height and at600 mb only the ?°-3e ring has a 
positive value* Above 500 ab the negative relative vertieity is found every* 
where in this R°-6* region* The horizontal shear is everywhere antisyolsnia 
(Fig* 2a«e)» At lew levels the curvature is cyelenio and this term is greater 
in magnitude than the shear, resulting in regions of positivs vortioity* The 
magnitude of the autieyolonio shear increases with height up to 200 mb* espee— 
eially t»*r the sterna center* The curvature term decreases with height and 
also radially from the center, the most rapid decrease in both direct ioni? .vi- 
cars nesf*#t to the storm center* These terms oombine to give negative re- 
lative vortioity which raaohes a maximum about 3^-40 latitude from the cen- 
ter and at 200 mb. 

The fact that storms of different size and intensity were eombined 
necessarily contributes to mean shears somewhat smaller than would be ob- 
served in individual cases* Even so the relative vortioity at 200 mb reached 
a negative value of 4.8 x 10~5 seo"l for the 3°-4° ring* As the Coriolis 
parameter* within the latitude range of the majority of the storms, is be- 
tween 5*0 and 8*1 x 10"^ sec** , the magnitude of the mean absolute vortioi- 
ty is somewhere in the range of 0 to 10~^ seo~l* It would thus appear tha-*- 
in individual oases, limited areas with negative absolute vortioity are like- 
ly to exist* 

Hadial Component 

The accuracy of the radial component taken from the adjusted curves of 
the Beatter diagram* is open to considerable doubt* This is because* through- 
out a deep layer roughly from 10,000 ft to 30,000 ft, the radial component 
of the individual wind reports vacillated between inflow and outflow* Since 
the inflow and outflow angles *ere in general quite small in this layer, the 
computed radial components are very sensitive to errors in the storm position 
and movement* Only at the 40,000 ft and 45,000 ft levels where the radial 
component is of the sane order of magnitude as the tangential eould muoh con- 
fidence be placed in the radial value. However, sufficient consistency was 
shown betwoen the 4000 ft, 7000 ft, and 10,000 ft mean radial distributions 
so that the low level radial pattern appears to be of significance* The 
7000 ft level has been reproduced although the exact values may be some- 
what in error* 

The mean inflow at the 7000 ft level is about 30 per cent of that shown 
for the 1000 ft leva? by Hughes (1952), Thus the strong inflow iB limited 
to a relatively shallow layer near the surfaoe.  The low level distribution 
of the radial velocity (Fig. 5a) shows & large area of inflow in ootants 
III - VII and a smaller area of outflow io ootants VIII, I and II* The same 
pattern, indicating a movement of the storm ^ith the basic ourrent was shown 
at all levels* The larger area of inflow, resulting in net inflow near the 
surface, became smaller with height. The areas of inflow and outflow were 
nearly balanced in. the 10,000 ft to 30,000 ft region and at the upper le- 
vels the ar*as »f  outflow became much sore w id espread (Fig* 5b)* At these 
upper levels outflow or the order of 30 knees *»& iuund on the forward sidf 
of the storm, octants I and Vlii, while weak Inflow is 3tiil present in oe— 
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.acvnltant Winds 

The radial and tangential components have been wosbined to oofceJu «**> 
field dlatribution of the resultant winds* Streamllras hare beau drawn for 
7000 ft and for 45,000 ft (Fig* 6a,b). the str»*Ti;liiw pattern for th* 7000 ft 
l«vel is cen':*M«~**d essentially correct, even tnbugh the radial component is 
somewhat i; doubt , At this level the radial in genere.l is such smaller than 
the tangential and has little offoot on the resultant. 

The streamline pattern and the Telocity distribution for the 7000 ft 
level are somewhat similar to those observed synoptioally. For example, the 
area of streamline convergence and strongest velocities on the rear side of 
the storm ars often shown by aircraft reoonnaissanoe data (of* Thompson, 1951)* 

The streamline pattern at 45,000 ft shows a pattern very different from 
that of the low levels* Cyclonic circulation is observed near the storm center, 
bescmiiig autieyolonic at 3-4° latitude from the storm oenter* The extent of 
the influence of the tropical cyclone appears to be greater to the right of 
the storm thsm to the left* The fairly straight flow at S°~6° latitude from 
the center in octants ¥1 and VII appears to be cutnide the circulation of the 
tropical storm* 

The closed anticyolonio ceil indicated by the streamlines at the upper 
levels does not appear to be a fictitious feature introduced by the averaging, 
since in particular storms individual stations in octants II and..III show a 
rapid clockwise turning of the wind with time (of• La ieur and Jordan, 1952)* 
Also, individual station report* verify the inner core of cyolenio circulation 
shows at the 46,000 ft lev*!-*1 

A different pattern is shown by subtracting the average storm movement, 
11 knots, from the streamline pattern at 45,000 ft (Fig. 7) to obtain the mo- 
tion of air particles relative to the storm center* The resulting pattern 
shows outflow in all the octants. This large outflow at the higher levels 
agrees with the pattern disouesed by Riehl (1948)* 

It is the principal result of figures 6b and 7 that in the high trope- 
's phere a ring of clockwise circulating air surrounds an inner core where the 
circulation is still oycjlcrdn. In the shear sons between these two r^ngs we 
observe smaller clockwise rotating eddies* Whether or not the particular lo- 
oatic-a of these eddies as given in figures 6B-7 holds in ail individual oases 
is open to Question* But it is reasonable to suggest that the basio flow pro- 
perties suggested by these figures will be observed in most storms* These 
properties are sketched again is model form in figure 8* This model tries to 
represent mainly the tangential flow soraponentt We ean obtain streamlines 
corresponding to figures 6b-^ by adding app opriate outflow components* The 
ohoiee of the number of clockwise subediies in figure 8 is, of course, arbi- 
trary. 3ut it may be suggested that this number is related to the number of 
"radar bands" (Wexler, 1946-1947) found spiralling toward the center in the 
low levels. 

••"For example Siiami, Fla., Aug* 37-2S, 1949; Guam, M* I.f 8ept, 12, Oct.l, 
Get* 4-5, 1945* Okinawa, R. 1., July 13-20, IH5+- 
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Tfc* patters af  «b» rind circulation abo» •. the tropical eyeless iadieate-1 
by thia study is in rensral ugreeaimt with V-   mcdel of Riehl  (1961).    The 
»s»Jor rejrlon *f inflow is n<infin«H  fen «-h»  law^nt 10,000 ft and the outflow 
©jours principally above 30,000 ft.    la the re-i&n 10,000 ft- 30,000 ft the mean 
radial flow may be directed outward or Inward d*>pendii.g upon suoh factor* as  the 
•Ice and intensity of the store and its  stage ol  development. 

Tho man tangential component decreases with eleration such more rapidly 
in the outer portion of the  storm than n*au   the oentar.    Thus the oyolonio olr-- 
oulatlcn of the storm oovers mnoh lass araa at the 40,000 ft level than it does 
at the  10,000 ft level.    Associated with thrf more rapid deorease of the tangen- 
tial  T»mnn«nt 1R tne  euter portions,   the horizontal shaar bcoeaes such stroag^r 
at the upper levels.    The antlcyolonio  shf.-ar  is sufficiently strong so that even 
In this mean ploture the absolute vortioity approaohes  eero.    The outflow cooars 
lust at those  levels where tne absolute vcrtioity is  the smallest. 
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